Application of Discovery

Universal Nuances.Com

We specialize in Expanded Consciousness, and bringing healing to the Human Condition. What
if there were hidden concepts, principles, and logic that could change the vibration and the
direction from pain and suffering to healing, bring balance and prosperity that you could then
implement in your life and /or teach back, with dynamic results in your chosen field? Many
know the value of changing a mindset regarding money, relationships, perceptions, etc; Could
you imagine how a Cosmic Mindset could influence your world; the world? A paradigm shift.
In order to make efficient use of our time together, please answer a few questions so we can best
be of service to you. Your responses will be held in the strictest of confidence.
Thank you, Shadow Fox & Lee Two Hawks
Name:
Address:

Phone #

Best time to reach you.

e-mail:
website:
Profession:
Business Owner ?

What type:

What results do you offer your clients?

1) What would be your most pressing challenge right now?

2) What is your greatest pain?

3) What, specifically, are you looking for that you feel is lacking in your current life situation?

4) What challenges do you feel prevent or obstruct you from feeling fulfilled in your personal,
social, or professional life?
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5) Would you invest in a proven system which is noted for being efficient and effective with a
clear plan for personal discovery; enhanced achievement that empowers and brings balance to
the many aspects of your life?

6) How long do you feel it would take for you to achieve your desired results?

7) What do you desire regarding personal achievement?...for example, more confidence?, healthier
relationships? faster results professionally? Living without fear? Be specific.

8) What personal traits do you feel could be more greatly developed and utilized?
i.e. confidence, self-worth, self-image, social effectiveness, release of that which is holding you
back from becoming all that you can be....
9) We work to firmly develop emotional stability, mental clarity, solidity of self, expanding natural
capabilities, confidence....etc. Are any of these of concern to you? Which?

10) What moves you? What is your passion?

11) Are you willing to commit to utilizing an effective and efficient system with new or different
information which has been proven to enrich the lives of those who have used it?

12) Are you actively seeking a deeper understanding and clarity to what influences us all?

13) If you have any specific questions or comments please include here....:)

Thank you so much for all your effort. We are looking forward to speaking with you!
Blessings Abundant,
Shadow Fox & Lee Two Hawks
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